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RELEASE NOTICE

Ernst & Young ("EY") was  ngag d on the instructions of Department of Water and Environ ental Re ulation ( DWE   or
"Client") to a vali ation exercise relating to the Environmental Protection Act Part IV Cost Recovery Pricing and Deman 
Model ("Project" , in accor ance   th our pro osal dated 26 May 2021 and subsequent engagem nt und r Common Use

rrangement for Audit and Advisory Services (CUAAFA2018), including the General Ter s and Conditions ( the Engagement
Agreement ).

The results of EY s work, including the assumptions and qualifications made in preparing the report, are set out in EY's report
dated 25 January 2021 ("Report"). You should read the Report in its entirety including any disclaimers an  attachments. A
reference to the Report inclu es any part of the Report.

Unless otherwise agreed in writing with EY, access to the Report is made only on the following basis and in either accessing
the Report or obtaining a copy of th  Report the recipient agrees to the following terms.

1. Subject to the provisions of this notice, the Report has been prepared for the Client and may not be disclosed to any
other party or use  by any other party or relied upon by any other party without the prior  ritten consent of EY.

2. EY  isclaims all liability in relation to any other party who seeks to rely upon the  eport or any of its contents.

3. EY has acted in accordance with the instructions of the Client in con ucting its  ork and preparing the Report, and, in
doing so, has prepared the Report for the benefit of the Client, and has consi ered only the  nterests of the Client. EY
has not been engaged to act, and has not acted, as advisor to any other party. Accordingly, EY makes no
representations as to the appropriateness, accuracy or completeness of the Report for any other party's purposes.

4. No reliance may be placed upon the Report or any of its contents by any party other than the Client. Any party receiving
a copy of the  eport  ust make and rely on their own enquiries in relation to the issues to which the Report relates, the
contents of the  eport and all matters arising from or relating to or in any way connected with the Report or its
contents.

5. Subject to clause 6 below, the Report is confidential and  ust be maintained in the strictest confidence and must not  e
disclosed to any party for any purpose without the prior written consent of EY.

6. All tax advice, tax opinions, tax returns or advice relating to the tax treatment or tax structure of any transaction to
which EY s services relate ( Tax Advice") is provided solely for the information and internal use of the Client and may
not be relied upon by anyone else (other than ta  authorities who may rely on the infor ation provided to the ) for
any purpose without EY’s prior written consent. If the recipient wishes to d sclose Tax A vice (or a portion or
summary thereof) to any other third party, they shall first obtain the  ritten consent of the Client before making such
disclosure. The recipient must also inform the th rd party that it cannot rely on the Ta  Advice (or a portion or
summary thereof) for any purpose whatsoever without EY’s prior written consent.

7. No duty of care is o ed by EY to any recipient of the Report in respect of any use that the recipient may make of the
R port.

8. EY disclaims all liability, and takes no responsibility, for any document issued by any other party in connection with
the Project.

9. A r cipient must not name EY in any report or document which will be publicly available or lodged or filed with any
regulator without EY s prior  ritten consent, which may be granted at EY s absolute discretion.

10. A recipient of the Report:

a.  ay not  ake any claim or de and or bring any action or proceedings against EY or any of its partners,
principals, directors, officers or employees or any other Ernst & Young firm which is a member of the global
network of Ernst Young firms or any of their partners, principals, directors, officers or employees ( EY
Parties ) arising fro  or connected with the contents of the Report or the provision of the Report to the
recipient; and

b. must release and forever discharge the EY Parties from any such claim, de an , action or proceedings.

11. In the event that a recipient discloses the Report to a third party in breach of this notice, it will be l able for all claims,
demands, actions, proceedings, costs, expenses, loss, da age and liability made or brought against or incurred by
the EY Parties, arising from or connected with such disclosure.

12. In the event that a recipient wishes to rely upon the Report that party  ust infor  EY an , if EY agrees, sign and
return to EY a standard for  of EY s reliance letter. A copy of the reliance letter can be obtained fro  EY. The
recipient s reliance upon the Report  ill be governed by the terms of that reliance letter.
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25 June 2021

Environmental Protection Act 1986 Part IV Cost Recovery: Pricing and
Demand Model Validation Exercise

We are pleased to advise that we have completed our procedures at Department
of Water and Environmental Regulation ( DWER )with respect to reviewing the
methodology and assumptions that have been applied in the development of
pricing and demand models for cost recovery of services under Part IV of the
Environmental Protection Act 1986. This report describes the objectives, scope
and approach of our work and our overall findings and recommendations.

Yours sincerely,

Ernst & Young
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Introduction

Background and scope

Over the last 18 months, the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
(DWER) has been undertaking a program of activities for the development of a
holistic cost recovery model that can be used to effectively and efficiently determine
and support cost recovery for all Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) activities
associated with development proposals under Part IV of the Environmental
Protection Act 1986 (the Act).

This has been a complex undertaking for the Department, involving significant
internal effort, support from external providers and engagement with industry
participants likely to be impacted by the introduction of new fees and charges to
recover the costs associated with the performance of EIA activities. The planned
introduction of the new fees and charges is expected to occur on the 1st of January
2022.

The objective of this engagement was to review and validate the methodology and
assumptions that have been used by DWER to develop the pricing and demand
models for the recovery of costs associated with referral, assessment and
implementation of proposals under Part IV of the Act.

Engagement timeline

Late 2019

EY engaged to
support the
development of a
cost recovery model,
to enable full cost
recovery of all EIA
sen/ices conducted
by DWER.

December 2020

EY engaged to
revisit co ponents
of the fees and
charges structure for
complexity and
recalibrate the model
for new fees.

February 2021

DWER engaged the
services of an
external provider to
finalise a Cost
Recovery Model for
fee development and
advise on fund

anagement and
demand  odelling.

June 2021

EY engaged to
review and validate
the latest revision of
the cost recovery
fra ework, including
the pricing and
demand models
prepared by the
external provider.

An overview of the approach that was applied for this engagement is as follows:

Examined cost recovery model (pricing and demand models)
Microsoft Excel files and respective Excel inputs (Service
Allocation model outputs, Schedule of Fees, Cost Base
Determination and ERA Staff Allocation to Functions), along
with DWER presentations and other external provider
reports on the cost recovery model.

® A  W9 Held interviews with DWE  personnel to develop our
understanding of pricing and  e an  model development.

Walkthrough of methodology applied by DWER for the
development of the pricing and demand models to assess
the reasonableness of the process, including assumptions.

Technical review of the pricing and demand models,
including reperformance of calculations to test formulas
and checking the accuracy of key inputs and outputs.

Discussed our observations with DWER stakeholders and
developed a draft report with our findings and
recommendations.

Updated and finalised the report to incorporate
stakeholder feedback and management comments in
response to our findings and recommendations.

( ) EY _1 Other external provider

Figure 1 - Outline of external provider support in relation to EP A Part IV Cost Recovery
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Overview of DWER cost recovery model

Part IV EIA Cost Recovery Model ; The cost recovery model supports the Part IV Cost Recovery work. It  ill assist DWER in
I understanding the pricing model and apportionment across activities undertaken by the Environmental
; Protection Authority (EPA) Services Directorate and other supporting directorates (e.g. Compliance and
| Enforcement, Science and Planning and Corporate Services). The model will assist DWER in
I understanding the impacts that the different methodology and approaches have on cost recovery
; efforts.

I Pricing Model ;
] I

| A pricing model has been developed to cover two main functions under Divisions 1 I
| and 2 of Part IV of the Act. These functions are: I

I • Assessments - includes referral, determination, assessment and reporting for new I
I proposals as well as changes to existing proposals or implementation conditions ¦
; I
i • Compliance - the ongoing monitoring and auditing of projects in accordance with ;
I active Minist rial Statements ;

! A cost base has been calculated to capture the total costs to be included in the pricing [
i model including direct and indirect costs. The costs will be recouped from fees [
; received from performing EIA activities. |

' Fees are expressed as units of effort and include both fixed and variable components. |

; Variable fees have been developed in an attempt to equitably distribute costs based |
; on effort required to complete assessments. The more complex a proposal is, the |
; greater the effort to assess, therefore the greater the fee. Standard variable fees I
; include items such as the number of environmental factors impacted by the proposal I
I and whether public consultation is required. Exceptional circumstance fees apply for I
| highly complex projects and include criteria such as greenhouse gas emissions and !
j projects where significant area is disturbed. 1

! Demand Management Model ;

! Following the determination of costs, the concept of a  unit of effort  was developed to ¦
! recognise levels of effort to complete activities. This approach was determined by ¦
I DWER and is consistent with the NOPSEMA model. ;

! The unit of effort was derived by determining the cost base (the cost of delivering Part ;
! IV) divided by unit of effort required. A unit of effort is based on one week (37.5hours) ;
! of effort of a senior environmental officer and includes the average input provided by ;
i other staff resources from across DWER. One unit of effort equates to 162 hours of ;
; effort and is priced at $16,024. [

; The Demand model currently indicates that DWER is operating at a medium level of j
; demand (refer to slide 12 - Finding 1.4). The levels of demand assist DWER in [
; determining the resource profile needed to deliver Part IV. J

] The focus of our validation exercise included assessment of: I
; • Unit of effort calculation !
j • The demand management model and scenarios considered by the model !
] • Methodology and assumptions behind the key inputs (Effort and Volume) !

The focus of our validation exercise included assessment of: i !
• Cost base calculation > !
• Pricing of EIA activities across both Assessment and Compliance > I
• Methodology and assumptions behind the key inputs (Effort and Volume) ¦ !
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Overview of DWER cost recovery model (continued)

Pricing Model Calculations

The cost base methodology captures the cost across several areas in DWER responsible for carrying out the activities under Part IV of the Act.
The cost breakdown includes both direct and indirect costs, with a significant component of the cost base consisting of employment costs such
as salary and entitlements.

Provided below is an outline of the method used to determine the cost base for the medium level of demand scenario:

Workforce
$11.58M + $0.34M

Salary
Entitlements

Operational expenses
$0M1

Distribution
Depreciation

Other costs
$0.2M

Professional Fees
T ravel

Operational expenses ar  not recouped as they do not directly r late to the referral, assessment and implementation of proposals under Division 1 or 2 of Part IV of the Act.

Demand Management Model Calculations

A demand model has been used to determine the level of resources required to deliver activities. The 2019/20 staffing levels have been used to
derive the cost base for activities and DWER regarded that financial year as a period of medium demand, based on application volume. If the demand
model is applied to 2019/20 figures there would have been 235 application activities producing 751 units of effort. DWER has identified staffing levels
which could produce units of effort for the three levels of demand below.

Number of units
of effort

Base Level of Demand Medium Level of Demand High Level of Demand

Below 700 700-900 Above 900
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Summary of findings and recommendations

Summary of findings

DWER has undertaken a significant amount of work to develop a cost recovery mo el that provides a fair
and transparent method of recoverin  certain costs from industry. Our validation procedures indicated
that the methodology and assumptions applied by DWER in their pricing and demand management
models are logical and reasonable. DWER has used the data and information it has available to inform
the logic and parameters of the models (e.g. allocation of effort across activities, predicted volume of
activity etc.) and acknowledges that review and revision of both models will be required over the next 12
to 18 months, as new data and information becomes available.

Through our validation procedures we identified the following key matters:

• Certain calculations (staff allocation effort and travel) incorporated into the models have been based
on estimates of effort and/or informed by past operational budgets. We noted that resources from
Corporate Services have been included in the direct component of the EIA Cost Base calculation
whilst also being part of the Service Allocation - Service 7 Overheads. This represents potential
double counting of approximately $28k within the pricing model. DWER advised they will remove
duplicated resources in the pricing model, and make further changes to inputs (such as travel) once
reliable data becomes available. Refer to finding 1.1

A simplified unit of effort (based on NOPSEMA) is being used for pricing, as opposed to a base fee
plus effort model. Some assessment activities are based on staff hour allocation data, whereas for
others there is no data available as it is a new activity. Therefore, a fee has been set based on an
estimate whilst data is collected. This presents a risk that some fees are under or over estimated. We
recalculated EIA activities using DWER s determined staff hour allocations and the actual application
volumes for 2019/2020 and found that 7 activities with associated data could be overestimated (refer
to finding 1.2) and may lead to cross-subsidisation of services. It is recognised that variable fees for
more complex assessment processes aim to minimise the impact of this situation.

• A key input of the model is the number of applications to be received. Estimated activity configured
within the model is based on data from the last three (3) years, with limited or no data available for
newer assessment processes. Given the relati ely small scale of EIA application activity (historically
40-50 per year) minor differences in activity levels can have a significant impact on the actual levels
of cost reco ery that are achieved. This is a known area of risk for the cost recovery model. Refer to
finding 1.3

The model currently provides for three (3) demand levels (base, medium and high), used to
differentiate the resource effort required to deliver EIA activities. Through our discussions, we noted
that these three (3) demand levels may not enable appropriate recovery for a significant and
unplanned spike in EIA application activity. Such a situation would require DWER to consider an
increase to staffing levels to meet the increased demand - which would increase resource costs. As
such, it may be beneficial to add an additional demand level into the model to accommodate a need
to increase resourcing to meet a surge in acti ity. Refer to finding 1.4

• While our testing indicated that the model performs calculations as intended, we also noted areas of
improvement to reduce the risk of error should underlying assumptions or other changes need to be
made to the model in the future. This includes parametrising common hardcoded factors, reducing
ranges for sums to encompass only necessary cells and ensuring hardcode  values are replaced by
appropriate references. Refer to finding 1.5

Recommendations

1. Ensure that  Corporate Services - GIS Resources' are not duplicated in the cost base
calculations by removing them from the Service 7 calculation, thereby avoiding double
counting of resources.

2. Ensure methodology documents are updated when changes are made to model inputs to
ensure DWER staff understand the rationale for any change/s, and approaches to cost
recovery are sufficiently detailed for transparency purposes.

3. Consider the introduction of half units of measure to potentially reduce financial impacts of
overestimating effort and cross-subsidisation for proponents.

4. Consider the development of an additional level of demand to allow for a  very high 
scenario, to assist DWER in identifying the staffing mix required to meet activity levels
during a year of higher applications.

5. Revise and update the cost recovery model in areas where figures are hardcoded to
minimise the risk of manual errors and miscalculations.

6. Develop a Risk Register to capture and track risks and associated actions in relation to the
introduction of the cost recovery model.

7. Conduct a full review of the cost recovery model within the next 12-18 months. This aligns
with DWER s implementation plan which includes conducting a time and motion study,
review of fees and data and consideration of other advice received. As also identified by
DWER the re iew may include:

• a review of actual data (fees, application volumes and staff effort) to determine
whether the model is accurate and provides a true reflection of the operating
environment

• a time and motion study to quantify actual time spent on the different
phases/stages of EIA activities, which will enable more accurate determination of
the cost base to be recovered and associated fees to be charged

• examination of EIA functions to identify possible changes to processes or
resourcing

As part of a future review of the cost recovery model it is also suggested that DWER
consider an industry survey focused on obtaining feedback on industry activity levels
and the adequacy of cost recovery arrangements, to infor  potential refinements to
cost recovery processes including forecasts on the number of assessments and
associated fees to be charged.
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Our findings and observations

1.1 - Cost base calculations

Background

The cost base is derived by the following components: Workforce + Operational + Other = Cost to Recover. The biggest
component of the cost base is  Wor force  or cost of employment. EY conducted a four week time and motion study to
develop the initial base and effort model in 2019/20. DWE  then completed another time and motion study as some fee
items had changed. Where possible, DWER compared the results against EY s previous work and determined that 80% of
staff time was spent on  recoverable  activities.

Observation

Recalculations were carried out using the available input information from the provided excel documentation (such as staff
allocations and volume estimates). We noted inconsistencies within the model due to the reliance on estimates of staff effort
spent rather than actual hours. Our testing identified the following:

For medium demand the direct workforce cost for assessment activities is $8.42M (direct ERA and other DWER area
staff cost) and indirect cost of $3.158M for service 7 totalling $11.578M out of the $12.123M cost base (refer slide 6
equation). Due to the high percentage of staff effort of the cost base (96%), it is important that these figures be reviewed
periodically to confirm accuracy (e.g. time and motion study). It is recognised that DWER’s implementation plan includes
a time and motion study, review of fees and data, and consideration of other advice received.

Compliance activities for a medium demand level is made up direct costs of; $1.35M for Part IV staff cost + $0.076M for
Manager + $0.189  for other areas, totalling $1.615M for staffing cost (exc. Service overhead of $0.954M). The current
volume of 100 audits indicates DWER is at the high demand level which requires an additional 2x EOs. This may pose
an issue as the team are understaffed and may have difficulty in meeting the higher volume of ministerial statements.

Staff costs were allocated at an average of 80% (included) and 20% (excluded) across the three EIA branches.
However, within the staff allocation tab (Pricing Model Part IV Assessment) it was shown to be 84/16 for both the North
and Infrastructure Branch, for South it was a 70/30 split (average 79:21 split). DWER advised that there was some
variation in the way managers interpreted the exercise which influenced the numbers provided. DWER senior
management agreed that a 80/20 split best represents assessment work percentages under cost recovery.

Fixed amount of $200K allocated to travel is based on the allocated amount within the OPEX budget for 2020/21 and
review of historical spend. It is recommended in the future this be passed directly onto users rather than an even split.

When determining indirect costs to the cost base, outputs from DWER s Service Allocation model are used, specifically
the overhead component cost of Service 7  Environmental Impact Assessment . The overhead component costs in the
Service Allocation model include all employee costs for the Corporate Services directorate, however three resources
from Corporate Services - GIS have been included in the Cost Base Direct Cost calculations, effectively double counting
these resources by $28,436.

Implications

The composition of direct FTE costs
across the different branches did not
appear to be consistent, therefore
the methodology of averaging hours
(i.e. 80/20) may not truly reflect
actual ti e.

Unclear breakdown of travel costs
may lead to questions fro  in ustry
about where their fees are going
an  if they are paying fortravel
related to other proponents.

If methodology documents are not
regularly updated when changes are
made to model inputs D ER staff
may not understand the rationale for
the change/s, an  activities an 
approaches to cost recovery lack
transparency.

Costs of certain positions within GIS
were double counted due to the
classification of a ‘direct  and
‘overhead’ category. The unclear
categorisation results in an over¬
recovery of fees.
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Our findings and observations

Finding 1.2 - Fixed and variable fees

Background

A simplified unit of effort (based on NOPSEMA) is being used for pricing, as opposed to a base fee plus effort model.
Managers across the different teams estimated effort spent over a 4 week period for the EIA activities. Fees across the
activities are made up of both a fixed and variable fee component. The introduction of a variable component was carried out
in order to promote equity across proponents through reducing the impact of cross-subsidisation of services through
additional fees applied to more complex assessment processes.

Observation

We recalculated EIA activities using DWER s determined staff hour allocations and the application volumes for 2019/20. We
recognise with the absence of actual reliable data for some activities it is currently a best estimate of hours and unit of effort
assigned to each activity.

Our testing identified the following:

A total of 17 EIA activities were checked and recalculated using the hours spent over a four (4) week period along with
the actual volumes for 2019/2020. It was identified that there were seven (7) activities potentially overestimated. The
three (3) activities which could be materially overestimated include:

¦ s38 and s38G (same activity) - overestimated by 1.75 units

¦ Post-assessment review of EMP - overestimated by 0.5 units

¦ s46 - overestimated by 0.68 units - overestimated by more than 2 units

Refer to Appendix C formore details about the calculations. We note some activities are based on data, whereas
for others there is no data as its a new activity, therefore a fee has been set based on an estimate whilst data is
collected. A similar exercise to the above could be completed once a full year of data for 2020/21 is available.

Cross-subsidisation occurs when one group of users pays more than the cost of the services they receive, and the
surplus is used to offset the cost of services provided to other users. It is recognised that the complexity factors and
exceptional circumstances (referred to in slide 5) attempt to reduce inequity through a user paying a variable fee.
Through the recognition of complexity within the assessment stage, the model aims to recognise drivers that contribute
to additional effort. For example, an assessment which requires public consultation is charged an additional 2 units.
Additionally, projects which impact 10 or more flora and fauna species will incur the maximum additional charge of 6
units.

Implications

For some assessment activities
there is limited or no data supporting
the unit fee so there is a risk that
some fees are under or over
esti ated, resulting in under or over
recovery.

The pricing  odel could lead to a
user paying for effort that they may
not necessarily need or receive (i.e.
cross-subsidisation).
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Our findings and observations

Finding 1.3-Application volumes

Background

The pricing model utilises volume as an input in or er to forecast the revenue they are expected to receive. We note
that the volumes estimated for 2021/22 are based of the recorded volumes for the last three (3) years which is a
reasonable approach to determining future volumes for pricing purposes, when there is a lack of historical data, and
we note some new processes have been implemented and/or changed, therefore there is no current data to create a
full picture of volume.

DWER have recognised that the low application volume is an area of risk for the cost recovery model, which was
raised in documentation by the model developer, Lisa Byrne. This is a limitation which can have a significant impact
and is understood by D ER.

Observation

When reviewing and reperforming the calculations with the estimated application volumes for FY20/21 we identified
that the Pricing Model was volatile, particularly when there is a lower number of activities/applications than expected.
Low volumes combined with a high cost base translates to a greater cost attributed to an application. Given this, it was
determined that an over-estimate or under-estimate of applications is highly likely to occur.

Our testing identified the following:

An over-estimate of applications when calculating the pricing model will result in insufficient revenue to cover the
cost base while an under-estimate of activity will result in over recovery of fees. For example, an s38 activity is
charged at 2 units ($34k) for stage 1 and DWER estimates 45 applications in 2021/22. If the number of applications
were to decrease by 5, this would decrease revenue by $170k which in dollar terms translate to ~1 senior FTE.

The reliability of data is low as current figures are based upon estimates. Currently, this contributes to the model
being highly volatile. It is recognised that the historical data will be updated with actuals as it becomes available
which will ensure the model accurately reflects data and serves its purpose of being an accurate tool by which
DWER can forecast revenue and costs.

Implications

Low volumes translate to a higher
volatility in the model as there is a
greater likelihood that
overestimations or underestimates
can occur. The i pact is greater in
comparison to the impacts when the
volume is a lot higher. From our
exa ple we can see that a
reduction of 5 referrals (10%) has a
impact of $170k for stage 1 of s38,
the reduction would be much higher
if there was more than 1 involved
stage.
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Our findings and observations

inding 1.4 - Demand levels

Background

The demand model was developed to assist in implementation of the scheme and to seek required funding to meet
resourcing demand from Treasury. The model assists DWER in determining the level of resources required to deliver
EIA activities. Through consultation with DWE  it was understood that the methodology for determining the base level
of demand was through considering the current resource level and outputs required for the base case, based on
historical application volumes. However, in order to allow for a change in activity during periods of increased or
decreased activity, a total of three levels of demand have been determined for each function (assessment and
compliance).

Observations

The current demand model caters to only three levels - Base, Medium and High. If the current model was utilised and
there was a year of abnormal activity whereby the level of EIA activities increased dramatically the model would not
account for the rise in demand.

Our testing identified the following:

The current level of demand (medium) was determined through the calculation of Cash Flow + Treasury +
Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (JTSI) for medium $12.017M/$16,023.91 (cost per unit)
which produces about 750 units. This puts DWER into the medium demand brac et which is between 700-900
units.

It was determined that an increase in activity of 30% over the medium level of demand (current) would require
additional deployment of resources such as EOs and/or SEOs to cater for the increased activity. This increase
would shift demand into a  Very High  bracket. It is recommended that an extra demand level  Very High  be
introduced in order for the model to forecast the impact on resourcing and cost/revenue during a period of
increased activity. This addition will assist in illustrating the staffing mix required so that DWER will be able to
deliver and accommodate the additional workload.

Implications

In the instance of a exponential
increase in application volumes by

ore than 30% DWER would likely
move from high demand into very
high de and. Currently, this is not
accounted for within the  odel.

ecommendation is to introduce a
very high  scenario which will

illustrate the resourcing mix
required. Allowing for this will assist
DWE  in identifying the revised cost
base and new fees by which
recovery will be based upon.
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Our findings and observations

inding 1.5 - Model calculations

Background

It is important that input formulas are correct and underlying assumptions are documente  and referenced in
supporting pricing model policies and procedures. This is particularly important when updates need to be made to
recalculate pricing at a later  ate.

Observations

Manual checks of the model indicate it is calculating as intende . However, in reviewing the technical composition of
the model we noted areas of improvement where DWER coul  reduce the risk of error should underlying assumptions
or other changes nee  to be ma e model in the future. This includes parametrising common values and consistently
referencing them as appropriate, ensuring lookups for values are applied consistently, and making sure value ranges
are only of a size that encompasses the necessary data.

Our testing identified the following examples below:

The number of weeks in a year use  throughout the model. The value "52.166" is specifically stated in the  Unit
Definition  sheet cell B4. However, in the case or  ERA Svcs Assess Staffing  eqmnt  LSL Accrual calculations, the
value is taken to be 52.16. Similarly, factors for calculating Superannuation, Workers Comp, Payroll Tax and
Training could also be centrally referenced to avoid the risk of inconsistency.

When data lookups are relied upon, they have been inconsistently applie . In  Unit Definition  Hourly rates
including on costs  21 : 24 are hardco ed instead of being looked up as they are in other areas. Whilst a manual
check has ensured the values applied are correct, It is suggeste  that this should be replaced with the appropriate
lookup formula.

Cost apportionment  N32 sums the range N16:N30 when the first line of data is N19. This is similar for adjacent
calculations

In the sheet  Staff Allocation  Cells C3 and C5 contains a har coded value instead of a reference to the calculated
figure in M95 and  97 respectively.

Implications

Reliance on har coded values for
commonly used parameters
introduces risk and effort to rework
should those parameters, or their
underlying assumptions change.

Leaving hardcoded summary values
in place of a calculation reference or
value lookup may lead to additional
effort to track down future errors, or
it may be overlooked resulting in an
incorrect calculation.
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Appendix A: Assumptions and limitations when reviewing and validating the models

The limitations of our work are outlined below. Our opinions are based on information available as at the time of our work:

Category Assumption or Limitation Reasoning

Financial data Manual calculations/entered data e haven't verified the accuracy of all data provided to us.

We checked spreadsheets provided, but did not review and verify calculations in source
documents as we noted that some numerical values related to financials that were manually
entered.

Work effort Effort allocation data The FTE effort by position is based on estimates, therefore there are significant limitations in
ensuring the accuracy of effort spent on El A activities. In the current landscape, to obtain the
effort/hours spent over a 4 week period the information was provided through a workshop
where managers estimated effort spent on activities over the course of a month.

It is recognised that this may produce inaccurate estimates. Until actual data is readily
available it was deemed to be a reasonable approach.

Volumetric data Assessment volumes Assessment volume data is drawn from the Excel spreadsheets provided by DWER. It is
assumed that this data is as accurate as possible.
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Appendix B: Methodology of calculations performed to review the model

The following outlines the outcomes of our procedures performe  in order to validate the pricing model:

Cost Base (refer to excel validation workbook for full set of calculations)
checked to ensure DWER has clearly documented all data sources and methods for calculating certain staff and overhead costs, and revenue est mates

1 Direct Workforce FTE cost

Source: Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab  EPA Svcs Assess Staffin  Reqmnt  cell Q22
North, South and Infra (M, PEO, SEO, EO, Consultant)

Workforce cost is calculated through = Total Cost of Employment x FTE
x Allocation to EIA (Position %)

1. Medium cost = lx Manager ($205,952) + 2 x PEO ($170,225) + 3 x
SEO ($154,444) + 1 x EO (125,373)

2. Cost of Branch ( edium) = Cost of Employment for Manager + Cost
of E ployment for PEO + Cost of Employment for SEO + Cost of
Employment for EO + Consultant

3. Cost of branch (Medium): $205,952 + $340,450 + $463,333 +
$501,491 + $150,000 = $1,292,705.5

4. Allocated costs = 40% x $205,952 + 70% x $3 0, 50 + 80% x
463,333 +  0% X 501,491 + $150,000 = $1,292,705.5

5. Total direct staff 3 times cost of one branch = 3 x $1,292,705.5 =
$3,878,116.51

Minor Nonh 84:16, South 70:30 and
Infrastructure 84:16
Decision made to make them all 80:20 across
all three branches as that was the average
across the three assess ent branches, they
have the same staffing profile for the levels of
demand.

1.1

2 Other cost-Travel

Source: Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab  EPA Svcs Assess Staffing Reqmnt  cell Q22

Fixed rate of A$200,000 Analytics identified it was not clear how this
value was derived

1.1

3 Indirect cost- EPA ED

Source: Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab  EPA Svcs Assess Staffing Reqmnt’ cell R98

Cost of position x FTE x allocation to EIA
1. 50% x (R98 + R99)
2. $184202.67

Determined by ED estimate of time spent on
activities - based on experienced assessment

N/A

4 Service 7 - In irect cost

Source Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab ’ EIA Cost Base  cell H16
Value of Total = $3,947,502

STAFF OVERHEAD
employee benefits (P24) $1,665,158.75

NON STAFF OVE HEAD
Supplies and services (P28) $1,336,014.38
Depreciation (P29) $218,364.99
Accom Exp (P30) $554,030.59
Grant and subsidies (P31) $4,368.54
Finance cost (P32) $6,070.75
Other expenses (P33) $116,406.47
Loss on disposal of NCA (P34) $47,088

TOTAL NON STAFF OVERHEAD = $2,282,343.89
Total = $3,947,502

Service 7 is calculated in DWE ’s service
allocation  odel. This model codes cost
centres as either being  Allocated  to services,
or part of an  Overhead  pool that is split
proportionality to services by the model. We
found that some staff calculated into the EIA
Cost Base were also part of the Ser ice
Allocation Model overhead pool applied across
services, resulting in double counting.

1.1

Refer to validation workbook tab 'Price Model - Cost
Base' for the full set of calculations performed across the
EIA activities
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Appendix B: Methodology of calculations performed to review the model (continued)

The following outlines the outcomes of our procedures performed in order to validate the pricing model:

Fixed and variable fees (refer to excel validation workbook for full set of calculations)

5 s38 Referral charge (proponent referred) i 1. 154 hours (Staff allocation P55 cell) total for  irectorate in Suggests that 2 units is high.
Higher than calculated by 1.75 units

1.2

i 2 units x $16,023.91 =  32,047.82 assessing effort for processing referrals that are proponent
referred

2. 154 hours per month x 12 = 1,848 hours per annu 
3. If we assume 45 assessments per annum (Activity estimates - B5)

= 41 hours per referral
4. 41/162 = 0.25 units

Source Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab  Pricing Matrix  column D  Fee 

6 s38c Change to proposal during referral

Source Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab ’Pricing  atrix  column D  Fee 

1. 65 hours (Staff allocation P56 cell) total for directorate in
assessing effort for changes to proposal

2. 65 hours per month x 12 = 780 hours per annum
a. If we assume 15 assessments per annum = 780/15 = 52 hours

per referral
4. 52/162 = 0.32 units

Suggests that 1 unit is hi h.
Higher than calculated by 0.68 units

1.2

; Refer to validation workbook tab 'Price - Fixed and
; variable fees' for the full set of calculations performed
I across the EIA activities

Demand level and unit of effort

7 Unit of effort = 162 hours at $16,023.91

Based upon  anager, PEO, SEO and EO and Specialist

A unit is a total of 113 hours of staff + 50 hours of specialist advice:
1. 8 hours x $103 for Manager
2. 27 hours x $85.87 for Principal Environmental Officer
3. 37.5 x $77.91 for Senior Environmental Officer
4. 40 hours x $63.25 for EO
5. 50 hours x $85.21 for advice
6. O erhead of 25% is related to salary cost (entitlements) flat rate at

$3204.78

Esti ation of actual hours spent by different
positions on a typical EIA acti ity through
workshopping with managers and their teams

1.4

8 Current demand level of medium 1. Currently the fees for the medium case was $12,017,933
2. The figure in step 1 was divided by $16,023.91 which is the cost

of a unit of effort
3. This gave an output of 750 units which made up the medium case

of activity

No exception 1.4
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Appendix B: Methodology of calculations performed to review the model (continued)

The following outlines the outcomes of our procedures perfor ed in order to validate the pricing model:

Compliance and enforce ent

9 Indirect cost - GIS ser ices

Source:
Refer to tab " Cost apportionment" cell 019

% effort for Compliance x Total cost of employment (Medium)
1. C21 x K27
2. 10% x $283,967.86

No exception N/A

10 Other cost-Travel

Source: Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab  Cost apportionment cell 08

Fixed rate of A$200,000 Analytics identified it was not clear how this
value was derived

1.1

11 Corporate Overheads - Service 9

Source: Pricing Model Part IV Assessment - Copy.xlsx
Refer to tab "'Cost apportionment" cell 035

Value made up of:
STAFF OVERHEAD

employee benefits (R24) $402,648.44
NON STAFF OVERHEAD

Supplies and ser ices (R28) $323,058.75
Depreciation (R29) $52,802.37
Accom Exp (R30) $133,968.94
Grant and subsi ies (R31)  1,056.35
Finance cost (R32) $1,467.95
Other expenses (R33) $28,147.99
Loss on disposal of NCA (R34) $11,386.29

TOTAL NON STAFF OVERHEAD = $551,888.64
TOTAL =  954,537.08

Service 9 is calculated in DWE  s service
allocation model. This model codes cost
centres as either being  Allocated  to services,
or part of an  Overhead  pool that is split
proportionality to services by the mo el. We
found that some staff calculated into the EIA
Cost Base were also part of the Service
Allocation Model overhead pool applied across
services, resulting in  ouble counting.

1.1

Refer to validation workbook tab 'Price - C&E'for the full
set of calculations performed acro s Compliance

j
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Appendix C: Unit of effort calculations

The following outlines the outcomes of our procedures performed in order to validate the pricing model:

Copyright © 2021 Ernst & Young Australia. All Rights  eserved. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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1. Referral

38
eferral charge

(proponent
•eferred)

2 units 45

154 hours (Staff allocation P55 cell) total for directorate in assessing effort
for processing referrals that are proponent referred
154 hours per month x 12 = 1,848 hours per annu 
If we assume 45 assessments per annum (Activity esti ates - B5) = 41
nours per referral
41/162 = 0.25 units
this suggests that 2 units for a referral fee is high.

Higher than calculated
1.75 units  reater

38C Change to proposal
during referral

1 unit 15 No  ata to compare - estimate  at one unit - Act proclaime  in Sep 2021 No cats

38F(2) ERA requests for
further information

1 unit 15

P60 164.15 hours for directorate
164.15x12 = 1,969.8
Assume 15 assessment per annum = 1969.8/15 = 131.32 hours
131.32/162 = 0.81 units aligned

Higher than calculated
0.19 units greater

2. Determination
(decision to assess
or not assess)

38G

eferral charge
(third party
•eferred inclu es
Minister and ERA)

Same activity as
S38

2 units 45 sa e as G6 = 0.25 units
this suggests that 2 units for a referral fee is high.

Higher than calculated
1.75 units greater

3. Assess ent

37B Strategic proposal
Base (3 units) plus
complexity applied
to s38 (variable)

low volume 1 in 7
years

No data to compare No data

38E Derive  proposal 1 unit 1 in last 5 years cell P64 = 6.06 hours
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Appendix C: Unit of effort calculations

The following outlines the outcomes of our procedures performed in order to validate the pricin   odel:

0.24 units greater

4. EPA Report and
ecommendations

38G

Tiere  charge based on
level of
assess ent/assess en
t type:

Base (1
unit) N/A No data to compare

41A Minor and preli inary
works (s41A) 1 unit N/A o data to compare

43A
Chan e to proposal
during assessment
[S43A)

1 unit 15
cell P61 = 153.03 hours for Directorate
153.03 x 12 = 1,836.36 hours per annum
Assume 15 assessments per annum = 1836.36/15 = 122.424
122.424/162 = 0.76 units aligned

40(2)(a) EPA requests for further
nformation (s40(2)(a)) 1 unit 15 Same as G8 = 0.81 units aligned Hi her than calculated

0.19 units greater

40(2a)
ndependent peer
¦eview co missioned by
the EPA

Variable N/A /A N/A

5. Implementation

45C Change to proposal
after decision (s45C) 3 units 40 No data to co pare No data

45C(2) Minister requests further
nfor ation 1 unit 15 - esti ate same as EPA

request No data to compare same as row 9 and 18

N/A Post-assess ent review
of an EMP 1 unit 100

cell P66 and P67= 379.56 + 247 = 626,56 hours for directorate
626.56 x 12 = 7,518.72 hours per annum
7,518.72 100 = 75.19 hours each
75.19/162 = 0.5 units = suggests too high

Higher than calculated
0.5 units greater

46
Change to
mple entation
conditions (s46)

4 units 15
cell P68 = 365.50 hours for directorate
365.5 x 12 = 4,386 hours per annum
,386/15 = 292.4 hours per activity

292.4/162 = 1.80 units - suggests too high

Higher than calculated
2 units greater - data issue

40(2)(a) EPA requests for further
nfor ation (s40(2)(a)) 1 unit 15 Same as G8 = 0.81 units aligned Higher than calculated

0.19 units greater

46A nterim conditions
S46A) 1 unit No data to co pare No data to compare No data
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